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and benign
hyperphenylalaninaemia (HPA) result
from a variety of mutations in the gene
for the hepatic enzyme phenylalanine
hydroxylase. PKU has been found in the
Israeli population in two variants, classical and atypical. The two are clinically
indistinguishable and require treatment
with low phenylalanine diet to prevent
mental retardation, but show differences
in serum phenylalanine levels and in
tolerance to this amino acid. Maternal
PKU is a syndrome of congenital anomalies and mental retardation that appears in
offspring of PKU mothers as a result of
fetal exposure to the high phenylalanine
level in the maternal blood. We studied a
family in which two children with severe,
classical PKU and their unaffected
brother showed mild signs of maternal
PKU. Their mother had no clinical signs
of PKU, but the phenylalanine concentration in her serum reached a level that
usually characterises PKU patients. This
woman represents a rare phenotype,
benign atypical PKU. Such 'hidden' PKU
in women may lead to maternal PKU in
the offspring, similar to overt PKU.
Special attention should therefore be paid
to women having children with any of the
clinical hallmarks of maternal PKU, and
to children born to women known to have
benign HPA. The mother was also found
to be homozygous for a missense mutation at the phenylalanine hydroxylase
locus, R261Q, which does not abolish enzymatic activity completely. In two other
families, homozygosity for this mutation
resulted in atypical PKU in four children.
This observation suggests that mutations
that do not completely destroy phenylalanine hydroxylase activity may exhibit
variable phenotypic expression which is

(PKU)

unpredictable. Compound heterozygosity
for R261Q and other mutations led in
other patients either to classical PKU or
to mild benign HPA.

(J7 Med Genet 1993;30:284-8)
A raised serum phenylalanine level above
0 12 mmol/l is defined as hyperphenylalaninaemia (HPA), and results from impairment of
phenylalanine hydroxylation to tyrosine in the
liver.'2 The defective enzyme in more than
98% of cases is phenylalanine hydroxylase
(PAH), and the rest are explained by defects in

the synthesis or metabolism of its cofactor,
tetrahydrobiopterine. HPA with phenylalanine levels of 12 mmol/l or higher is usually
expressed as the autosomal recessive disease
phenylketonuria (PKU). PKU patients suffer
from severe mental retardation unless diagnosed soon after birth and treated with a low
phenylalanine diet throughout adolescence.
Phenylalanine levels of 0-24 to 1 1 mmol/l are
usually regarded as benign HPA and are not
considered an indication for dietary treatment.
The wide spectrum of HPAs has led to different designations for these conditions in different studies.
In Israel, a pioneer in establishing a national
screening programme for HPA,3 two variants
of PKU have been noted, which are clinically
indistinguishable in the untreated state: severe
classical PKU with serum phenylalanine levels
of 1-2 to 48 mmol/I on a normal diet and
phenylalanine tolerance of 200 to 500 mg/day,
and atypical PKU with serum phenylalanine of
1-2 to 2 4 mmol/I and a 500 to 1200 mg/day
tolerance. Less stringent dietary treatment is
required in atypical PKU. (Previous communications referred to these variants of PKU as
'North European' and 'Mediterranean',45 reflecting the lack of common nomenclature.)
Benign HPA (also termed 'non-PKU HPA'4)
was classified in this population as 'high' or
'low', with serum phenylalanine levels of 0-6 to
1-08 and 0-24 to 0-72 mmol/l and phenylalanine tolerance of 1100 to 1700 and 1500 to
2000 mg/day, respectively.
HPA variability reflects a wide spectrum of
mutations at the PAH locus that reduce the
enzyme activity to different extents. Over 30
such mutations have been identified since the
cloning of the PAH gene, and the corresponding enzymatic defects have been correlated
with the clinical-biochemical phenotypes associated with these mutations.67 The search for
new mutations and the finding of known mutations in patients is facilitated by their association with specific haplotypes of restriction
fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs) in
the PAH gene."' During the last 25 years,
routine screening of newborns for HPA and
dietary treatment of PKU patients throughout
childhood has resulted in increasing numbers
of such patients who grow up and lead normal
lives as adults without dietary restrictions.
This success has been overshadowed, however, by the recent emergence of a new syndrome, maternal PKU, in women's children
exposed in utero to high phenylalanine levels
in their mother's blood. Maternal PKU is
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tion, are healthy, and have no history of PKU
or any other metabolic or genetic disorder in

their families. Both grew up in middle class
families with normal nutrition typical of this
community. Physical examination showed all
three children to be microcephalic (head circumference below the 2nd centile). The IQ of
the boy not affected with PKU (II-2) was 89,
while that of his parents was 100. Since these
signs could be compatible with mild maternal
PKU, serum phenylalanine level was tested in
the mother and found to be 1-2 mmol-l. The
high level was unusual, since most people with
this degree of HPA are usually affected with
PKU and show various degrees of mental
retardation if not treated by diet. This woman
was found, however, to be well adjusted
socially and works as a school teacher. Her
phenylalanine tolerance was 600 mg/day. We
therefore assigned a specific phenotype to this
woman, benign atypical PKU. We concluded
that the signs of mild maternal PKU found in
the children resulted from maternal HPA.
Haplotype analysis showed the children
with classical PKU in this family to be compound heterozygotes with mutant haplotypes 1
and 4,20 while the mother was homozygous for
Patients and families
haplotype 1 (fig 1). The patients were tested
Newborn screening in Israel and the criteria for the presence of the following mutations
for classification of the different HPAs have previously found to be associated with haplobeen previously described.'-5 Psychological types 1 and 4 in other populations: R158Q,
and developmental assessment of PKU R243ter, R252W, R261 Q, E280K, P281 L,
patients is done on a yearly basis between the R408W, and Y414C.6921-25 Both patients were
ages of 1 and 18 years using a variety of tests found to carry the missense mutation R261Q
that examine IQ, motor-graphic ability, adap- on one of their PAH alleles. This mutation
tation, educational achievement, and emotion- changes an arginine residue into glutamine at
al development. The families investigated are codon 261 of the PAH gene and results in
part of a cohort of 110 Israeli families with residual enzyme activity of 30% .21-23 25 None of
HPA that recently underwent genetic and mo- the other mutations was found in these
lecular analysis (Kleiman et al, in preparation). patients. The presence of the R261Q mutation
can be detected by PCR and subsequent Hinfl
digestion. Further investigation of the segreMethods
gation of this mutation in the family showed,
For the molecular analysis, construction of unexpectedly, that the mother was homozyRFLP haplotypes at the PAH gene and detec- gous for this defect (fig 2). Direct sequencing
tion of previously recognised point mutations of PCR products (not shown) confirmed the
were as previously described.419
homozygosity of this woman for R261 Q. The
father's mutation is still unknown.
Results
GENETIC-MOLECULAR ANALYSIS OF A FAMILY
WITH PKU AND MATERNAL PKU

In the family presented in fig 1, two of the
children are affected with classical PKU and
are treated with a low phenylalanine diet. The
parents are both of Palestinian Arab extrac-
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Figure 1 Pedigree of the family with PKU and
maternal PKU. Numbers denote PAH haplotypes
according to Woo.20

Figure 2 Detection of the R261Q mutation using
restriction endonuclease digestion of amplified exon 7 of
the PAH gene. The mutation eliminates a HinfI site
that divides the amplified fragment (193 bp) into two
portions of 109 and 84 bp. Lane 1: undigested PCR
product. Lane 2: PCR product of an R261Q
homozygote, digested with HinfI. Lane 3: digested
product from a normal homozygote.
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characterised by low birth weight, microcephaly, mental retardation, and a high risk of
cardiac anomalies.'2'3 It can be avoided by
reinstating the low phenylalanine diet before
conception and throughout pregnancy.'4 The
growing awareness of the consequences of
HPA during pregnancy has directed attention
to females with benign HPA where high HPA
not sufficient to cause overt PKU in the
mother might nevertheless affect her fetus."-5'7
Superti-Furga et all8 recently described a
family in which mild PKU in two sisters
resulted in maternal PKU in their offspring.
Both sisters were homozygous for a missense
mutation (R261Q) at codon 261 of the PAH
gene, which does not totally abolish PAH
enzymatic activity.
We present here genetic and molecular analyses of a family in which PKU and maternal
PKU coexist in the offspring. The molecular
basis for maternal PKU in this family is benign
atypical PKU in the mother, who is homozygous for the R261Q mutation. Other phenotypes associated with this mutation in the
Israeli population are presented.
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severity of maternal PKU in the offspring has
also been noted by others.2829 It is noteworthy
that the two PKU children in our family and
R261Q mutation in HPA in the Israeli popula- their unaffected brother exhibited the same
tion, the entire cohort of 110 HPA families signs of maternal PKU, similar to the family
(Kleiman et al, in preparation) was screened reported by Levy et al.27 These findings indicfor the presence of this defect using PCR with ate that phenylalanine hydroxylase activity in
Hinfl digestion and sequencing in cases posit- the normal fetus did not protect him against
ive for this test. The mutation was detected in the excess phenylalanine in the maternal
another five Palestinian Arab and Jewish fami- blood.
lies with different HPAs (table). It is noteThese observations indicate the possibility
worthy that in two Palestinian families, homo- of mild cases of maternal PKU, primarily
zygosity for R261Q resulted in the atypical microcephaly, might be a sign to the paediatrivariant of PKU requiring dietary treatment. cian to examine serum phenylalanine in the
Compound heterozygosity for R261Q and mother. A finding of maternal HPA would
other mutations led either to classical PKU or imply a high risk for recurrence of this synto benign HPA. The R261Q mutation was drome in subsequent offspring, and hence the
associated with haplotype 1 in all but one necessity of dietary treatment during each
family (table).
pregnancy. Moreover, pregnancy outcomes
should be systematically followed up in
women previously diagnosed as having benign
HPA. Similar concerns were recently
Discussion
The term HPA covers a broad spectrum of expressed by other investigators.'529
The molecular basis of benign HPA in our
phenotypes differently designated in various
studies. The mother in the family studied here family is of particular interest. The R261Q
exhibits a rare phenotype, with a phenylala- mutation has been previously identified in
but seems to be variably
nine level characteristic of PKU patients but PKU patients,
with normal intelligence without dietary treat- expressed. We identified in our population two
ment. Subjects with high, untreated HPA and phenotypic outcomes of homozygosity for this
normal development have occasionally been mutation: atypical PKU which should be
noted in the past.'26 While this phenotype treated with diet to prevent mental retardindicates the ability of the central nervous ation, and benign atypical PKU with normal
system to cope with high HPA under certain intelligence under a normal diet. The sisters
undefined circumstances, the maternal PKU with high HPA and children affected with
in our patient's children shows that the off- maternal PKU reported by Superti-Furga et
spring of such subjects do not always escape all8 were also homozygous for the R261 Q mutation, with somewhat more pronounced phethe harmful effect of high maternal HPA.
The coexistence of classical PKU and notypic effects and more grave consequences
maternal PKU in the same subjects was noted in the children. Okano et a P3 recently showed
recently by Levy et aF7 in a family in which the that in European populations subjects homomother had overt, untreated, classical PKU. zygous for R261Q exhibit a condition which,
The maternal PKU in our family is less severe, in our nomenclature, falls into the category of
however, than that usually observed in chil- high benign HPA. This variable phenotypic
dren born to PKU mothers.'21' In the family expression might be the result of interaction
described by Superti-Furga et al,'8 the two with genetic and physiological factors of
sisters had serum phenylalanine levels of 1 26 unknown nature. DiSilvestre et aP0 described
and 1-34 mmol/l, low-normal intelligence, and clinical differences between sibs with identical
PAH haplotypes; although serum phenylalamore severe maternal PKU in their children
than was seen in our patients. This correlation nine and phenylalanine tolerance were identibetween the extent of maternal HPA and the cal, PKU appeared in one sib and benign HPA
VARIABLE PHENOTYPES ASSOCIATED WITH THE
R261Q MUTATION
In order to assess the involvement of the

Association of the R261Q mutation with different HPAs.
Mutant
PAH

haplotypes

Patient

R261Q homozygotes
1/1

FA$

MW
VW
SS
AS

sibs
i

1/1
1/1
1/1

1/1

Serum

phenylalanine

Phenylalanine
tolerance
(mg/day)

PAH
mutations

Ethnic origin
of R261Q

R261Q/R261Q
R261Q/R261Q
R261Q/R261Q

Palestinian-Arab

12

600

Palestinian-Arab
Palestinian-Arab
Palestinian-Arab
Palestinian-Arab

1-7

700
800

R261Q/R261Q
R261Q/R261Q

(mmol/l)*

1-8
1-6
19

600
600

Phenotypic
classificationt
Benign

atypical PKU
Atypical PKU
Atypical PKU
Atypical PKU
Atypical PKU

R261Q compound heterozygotes
Classical PKU
300
25
CL
1/2
R261Q/R408W Jewish-Iraqi
Classical PKU
400
2-2
Palestinian-Arab
1/4
MA§
R261Q/?
400
Classical PKU
1-9
Palestinian-Arab
R261QJ?
1/4
HAIl
350
Classical PKU
2-5
Palestinian-Arab
NH
1/1
R261Q/?
Classical PKU
350
1-56
Jewish-Iraqi
YH
R261Q/?
1/1
sibs
Classical PKU
350
1-38
Jewish-Iraqi
1/1
ZH
R261Q/?
Classical PKU
300
1-8
Jewish-Iraqi
OF
28/10
R261Q/?
Mild benign HPA
1600
0-48
KH¶
Jewish-Iraqi
1/1
R261Q/?
Mild benign HPA
1700
0 51
Jewish-Iraqi
MH**
1/1
R261Q1?
* Under normal diet. t See Avigad et al.4 In that paper classical PKU was termed 'the North European variant', atypical PKU was
designated 'the Mediterranean variant', and benign HPA was termed 'non-PKU HPA'. t I 2 in fig 1. § II in fig 1. 1I I-3 in fig 1.
¶ Mother of YH and ZH. ** Brother of KH.
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in the other. The mutations responsible for
these phenotypes were not reported. The phenotypic variability associated with certain
PAH mutations is expected to present some
difficulty when prenatal diagnosis of PKU is
based on the identification of such mutations.
The variety of phenotypes associated with
compound heterozygosity for R261Q and
other mutations (table) has been noted by
others,'021-232531 and is not surprising in view of
the fact that it leaves a residual enzymatic
activity of 30%.2 However, even subjects with
similar genotypes can show different phenotypes. Two patients with the R261Q/R408W
genotype reported by Okano et aP3 had serum
phenylalanine levels of 1 26 and 102 mmol/l
under normal diet, compared to 2-5 mmol/l in
our patient with this genotype (table). Since
the R408W mutation completely abolishes
PAH activity, a residual enzymatic activity of
15% is expected in such a compound heterozygote. We would have expected high benign
HPA or atypical PKU in such patients, but our
patient shows classical PKU. Indeed, Okano et
aP3 noted that out of nine patients with
expected residual PAH activity of 15%, four
showed a mild variant of PKU and five had
classical PKU. These observations underline
the importance of as yet undefined genetic and
physiological factors affecting the final phenotypic outcome in PAH deficiencies.
It is noteworthy that in one of the JewishIraqi families, both classical PKU and mild
benign HPA were associated with the R261Q
mutation in different subjects (see YH, ZH,
KH, and MH, table). We assume that the
mutations associated with the other PAH allele
in each of these phenotypes are different: a
classical PKU mutation in the severely affected subjects, and a mutation with a milder
effect on the enzyme in those affected with
benign HPA. This genetic model for benign
HPA has been extensively discussed in a previous communication from our laboratory.4
Haplotype 1 is associated with 50% of the
mutant PAH alleles among Palestinian Arabs
(Kleiman et al, in preparation). In this community eight of 36 mutant alleles with this
haplotype carry the R261Q mutation, which is
also usually associated with this haplotype
in European and Mediterranean populations.6791021-23 Interestingly, a similar PAH
allele bearing the same mutation and haplotype
was found in five Jewish families of Iraqi
origin. In another family from the same community, R261 Q was associated with haplotype
28 (table). A rare association of this mutation
with haplotype 28 was noted by Tyfield et aP4
in south west England. The site of this mutation involves a CpG dinucleotide, a known hot
spot for sequence variation, making the recurrence of this mutation832 a possibility. However, gene flow between different populations
cannot be ruled out. We hope to resolve this
question using additional sequence variations
at the PAH locus.
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